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Well, acting itself is a form of disobedience, always

Well, acting itself

Well, acting itself = disobedience

Re: the act of acting itself (oneself, themself, herself, himself, ourselves)



Banner
Derived from French word bannière and late Latin bandum, a cloth out of 
which a flag is made (Latin:  banderia, Italian: bandiera, Portuguese: bandei-
ra, Spanish: bandera). The German language developed the word to mean an 
official edict or proclamation and since such written orders often prohibited 
some form of human activity, bandum assumed the meaning of a ban, control, 
interdict or excommunication. Banns has the same origin meaning an official 
proclamation, and abandon means to change loyalty or disobey orders, semanti-
cally “to leave the cloth”.
 

Abandon
verb

1. give up completely (a course of action, a practice, or a way of thinking)
“He had clearly abandoned all pretense of trying to succeed.” See relinquish
• discontinue (a scheduled event) before completion
“Against the background of perceived threats, the tour was abandoned.”

2.  cease to support or look after (someone); desert
“Her natural mother had abandoned her at an early age.”
•  leave (a place, typically a building) empty or uninhabited, without
intending to return
“Derelict houses were abandoned.” 
• leave (something, typically a vehicle or a vessel) decisively, esp. as an act
of survival
“He abandoned his vehicle and tried to flee on foot.”
• (abandon someone/something to) condemn someone or something to (a
specified fate) by ceasing to take an interest in or look after them
“It was an attempt to persuade businesses not to abandon the area to inner-city
deprivation.”

3. (abandon oneself to) allow onself to indulge in (a desire or impulse)
“abandoning herself to moony fantasies.”

noun

1. complete lack of inhibition or restraint 
“she sings and sways with total abandon.”



Found Photographs of Miami Beach 

1. The Lanai; “where modern design meets peaceful reflection”; never built. 

2. The shadows that fall over the sea put us in the dark and shorten the day.

3. A balcony existence made for two who entertain and bathe in the open

4. Three individuals chase a young girl down the East coast 

5. A yogi in Gyan Mudra expels petroleum and concrete on a dancer

6. An open call for “Serenity Leisure Paradise” lead poolside residents to scramble

7. Two diamond tipped towers scribe SOS in the sky

8. A breezeway narrows plundering palms before a private citizens protest

9. She looked away as he knelt beside her trimming the hedges







Y Tu Que?!

QUE-QUE-QUE
QUE-QUE-QUE
Y TUE QUE?!

Opened portals
What a consideration 
An assembly room full of souls, my civil duty. 
Projected purple spheres
Crisped Bones. Ashes. My home. 

I feel myself in you
Those mountains are my home. 
The ocean is where we were born
Tus lagimas, y los siento
Seemingly rough but here to hold your hand. 
No such thing as simple notions
Your car was blessed my curse
Cursed breath. 
Cursed lungs. 
Black stained truths. 
Without sight

Don’t fucking touch her! 
Don’t fucking touch him! 

Power, used for gain, but remember they will meet their maker. 
The trickster laughs when made men fall. 
Into depths of shadows
A dark future
In new dimensions, 
After this life. 

Don’t fucking touch me! 

No surprise. 

This game of power
Sustained by privilege, the cracked neck of chickens life. 

A future for this tortured soul 

Don’t worry sons, daughters, and mothers
Trust loves worth
My broken wings will bring those that are evil to their knees. 

Don’t fucking touch her! 
Don’t fucking touch him! 

Your desire cannot be sustained, 
Don’t you realize this place your in is contained. 

Nowadays we step on broken glass. 
A bitter sweet feeling. 
Through past, present, and future trauma
I am with you
Remember, those who have hurt you will feel my rage. 
It’s just the beginning for them
I can’t wait to show them pain. 

The pain they caused. 
The paint they’ve taught. 
O yes, this rage will prickle down spines
A faint whisper, because the cursed have seen nothing yet. 
This smile is just the beginning of their bloody sweat. 

Revenge is what they’ll get
Either subtle in this reality, 
Or of melted bones in the next. 

Don’t fucking touch us. 







On Quotational Though and the Epicene Style

When something is both it can transition into the sphere of neither. 
Dismantling something enough leaves modules that look less like 
what they were and more like what they are, or less like what they 
are and more like something else entirely. Always harder to be sure 
when looking at pieces.  

Grammatical gendering, a part of Spanish, French, Greek, and 
Hindi languages among others, gives feminine or masculine iden-
tities to every noun in their lexicon. Le réfrigérateur (masculine), 
διακλάδωση (feminine), el teléfono (masculine). 

The Greek word for fox: ἀλώπηξ retains its female grammatical 
gendering regardless of the fox’s sex. Epicenity, linguistically, neu-
tralizes gender and replaces it with language. It is a term described 
as without gender distinction, however specifically it is defined as a 
loss of masculinity.

As a word, epicene has a few definitions. The first: characteristic of 
both sexes/characteristic of neither sex. The second (which is the 
description of epicene as a noun, an epicene person) reads: feeble, 
weak, flaccid, effeminate. 

Susan Sontag’s Notes on Camp were written in 1964. She wrote 
this essay as a series of numbered thoughts, because it made more 
sense to avoid a structured framework when discussing something 
that felt so...ethereal.

In one of these notes, Sontag describes the epicene style as being 
Camp’s ultimate triumph. She says it recalls at once both genders 
and neither—-it is representative of itself, objective and aesthetic, 
uncharacteristic of any body specifically. 



Epicene is at once a word ungendered and lacking masculinity. The 
definition draws a line between the word, epicene, and the posses-
sion of manhood. By lacking clear masculinity, but not displaying 
clear femininity, it has become ungendered and characteristic of 
something other. 

The definition of epicene includes the feminine role by way of 
negation: feeble, flaccid, unmasculine, effeminate. It is by way of 
this lacking masculinity that epicene is inclusive of femininity, by 
default.

When quoting a word we hold it tighter. We signify a past life, 
explaining that it is something here and it is something here and 
perhaps it is even something here. It bleeds outside of its lines, 
grander than it might have been when placed in a sentence, or 
without punctuational armor (i.e. the decorative drama of quota-
tion marks). 

The examination of a word is the death of some part of it, as well 
as the magnification of it under a brighter bulb. Some of this has to 
do with how many definitions were given upon a quick glance. Not 
just dual meanings, but alternative routes. Another part of this has 
to do with how these variances pair with the original thought.

We repeat a word over and over: 

Lamp
Lamp
Lamp
LAMP
LAMP
LAMP
lamp
Lamp
Lamp
Lammmmmmpppppp
lamp

It changes in the mouth, becomes gargled and less like itself but 
more like itself at the same time. We start looking at it in different 
shades of green, different levels of saturation and with different 
paces of heartbeat (its own, ours?). The lamp without its shade. 
The lamp unplugged. The lamp on your dining table. The lamp on 
my dining room table.  

The lamp grows in size. Becomes less like a lamp but more like a 
lamp. We stop seeing it as what it was and instead now as what it 
is. The lamp is playing a role, the role of lamp, but the role is one 
from its adolescence. It’s nostalgic for what it was. 

Language is tricky this way. I used to see letters of the alphabet 
with gendered characteristics, a synesthesia for personification 
rather than color, or sound. “D” always gruffer than the wet del-
icate features of “L”. Eventually over time all the letters became 
more and more fluid. 

In examination, the mundane takes on something from a baseline 
collective memory. To exist is to play a role. Something seen be-
fore, a variation on an archetype. And the role gravitates towards 
the objects that best suit them. All of a sudden, everything becomes 
a prop. The glove is seen as it would be from the stage, but wheth-
er we’re on stage with it is debatable. 

Epicene is the emphasis of fluidity in a particular way. A dated 
figure. A neutralized identity. The word is under an umbrella that 
the dictionary puts child, vixen, and genderless all under as one 
and the same.

It’s a theatricalized existence--choosing this from one thing and 
that from another. There is a Chinese proverb that says something 
that goes along the lines of the closer you look at a word, the more 
distantly it looks back at you; fascination is the most extreme form 
of detachment. And it is through this sort of lens that judgement 
starts to fall away, drama peaks through with a purposeful nudge 
towards what already exists. 

Dress her up, bring her out, spin her around. 
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